IAA Study Group Status Report

Responsible Commission: VI
Study Number and Title: 6.7; 50th Anniversary of the Space Era in 2007
Short Study Description (repeat from Study Group Proposal):

Coherent overall IAA/IAF history programme and secure the publication of the
IAA History Series (Proceedings of the IAA History Symposia)
Intermediate Goals:
- Selection of major (regional/national/thematic) topics for the IAA History Symposia.
- Programme/activities for the 50th Anniversary of the Space Era in 2007.
- Secure annual publication of the IAA History Series volumes (Proceedings of the IAA
  History Symposia).
- Coordinate IAA and IAF internal history activities and events.
- Initiate separate study tasks.

Progress in past six months:
- Set up of Study Group (was approved at IAA BOT March 2005).
- First status information and preparation for Fukuoka (ref. SG Information Note No 1).
- Preparation of study approach (ref. SG Information Note No 2).
- Distribution of first Working Sheet for the Study Group main task.
- Preparation of programme for 2005 History Symposium in Fukuoka.
- Set up of Programme Ctee for 2006 History Symposium in Valencia.

Website Study Information up to date? (Study Group Membership, Study Plan and
Schedule):
- Web site has been set up in September 2005 and contains all produced relevant
  information (Charter, Membership list, Information Notes No 1 and 2, Minutes
  Vancouver meeting 2004).

Issues requiring resolution? (recommend approach):
N/A

Product Deliveries on Schedule? (If modified explain rationale):

Delay of 1998 and 1999 IAA History Symposia Proceedings by six months (end 2005 early
2006). All other proceedings on schedule.
Study Task intermediate report planned for March 2006.

Study Team Member Changes?
None. Study Group newly set up 2005. Members see attached list.

Name of person providing Study Group Status (Study Group Chair or Co-Chair):
A. Ingemar Skoog, Study Group 6.7 Co-chair

Status Report Date: September 14, 2005
Please email the completed reports to Dr. Kasturirangan, krangan@nias.iiscernet.in and Dick Kline, rikline@cox.net. Then post it on your IAA Commission Website no later than September 28, 2005. Thank you!
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